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Abstract
Several exceptional situations may arise in the complex, heterogeneous, and
changing contexts where Web service operations run. For instance, a Web ser-
vice operation may have greatly increased its execution time or may have be-
come unavailable. The contribution of this article is to provide a tool-supported
framework to guide autonomic adjustments of context-aware service composi-
tions using models at runtime. At runtime, when problematic events arise in the
context, models are used by an autonomic architecture to guide changes of the
service composition. Under the closed-world assumption, the possible context
events are fully known at design time. Nevertheless, it is difficult to foresee all
the possible situations arising in uncertain contexts where service compositions
run. Therefore, the proposed framework also covers the dynamic evolution of
service compositions to deal with unexpected events in the open world. An
evaluation demonstrates that our framework is efficient during dynamic adjust-
ments.
Keywords: Web service compositions, models at runtime, autonomic
computing, dynamic software product lines, dynamic adaptation, dynamic
evolution
1. Introduction
In nature, adaptation contributes to the survival of individuals to cope with
the weather, enemies, or any hazards. As organisms live in intricate, chang-
ing environments, software is executed in complex, heterogeneous, and highly-
intertwined computing infrastructures in which a diversity of events may arise.
For example, security threats, network problems, performance reduction in one
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of the servers, etc. Thus, it is desirable to translate the ideas of adaptation in
the natural world to software in order to solve these situations.
In fact, adaptability is emerging as a necessary underlying capability of
highly-dynamic context-aware systems [1]. The context is any information that
can be used to characterize the situation of an entity [2]. Context-aware systems
are concerned with the acquisition of context, the abstraction and understand-
ing of context, and application behavior based on the recognized context [3].
Adaptability is specially relevant in systems built upon Web service operations.
Several exceptional situations may arise in the complex, heterogeneous, and
changing contexts where they run. For instance, a Web service operation may
have greatly increased its execution time or may have become unavailable. Cases
like these make evident the need for dynamic adaptations in critical systems that
are based on Web service compositions (or simply called service compositions).
However, implementing dynamic adaptations with variability constructs at the
language level can become complex and error-prone, specially in large systems
[4].
This article provides a framework based on models at runtime to guide dy-
namic adjustments of context-aware service compositions. Models at runtime
can be defined as causally connected self-representations of the associated sys-
tem that emphasize the structure, behavior, or goals of the system from a prob-
lem space perspective [5]. Our framework tries to solve the following gaps found
in related work on autonomic service compositions: 1) need for designing the
autonomic behavior of context-aware service compositions by means of easy-to-
understand abstractions; 2) need for facing unanticipated context events (unseen
at design time) in the open world; 3) need for transparent solutions that do not
require changes in the orchestration engine; and 4) need for means of verifying
autonomic adjustments to achieve safe reconfigurations.
In our approach, in response to changes in the context, the system itself can
query models during execution to determine the necessary modifications in the
underlying service composition. When a problematic event arises in the context,
models are leveraged for decision-making. The activation and deactivation of
features in a variability model result in changes in a composition model that
abstracts the service composition. Our approach verifies new possible config-
urations before they are applied to the running service composition. Changes
in the models are reflected into the service composition by adding or removing
fragments of Web Services Business Process Execution Language (WS-BPEL)
code, which can be deployed at runtime. Our solution does not require the
modification of the orchestration engine. If model adaptations are not enough
to solve uncertainty at runtime, we provide a solution to guide the dynamic evo-
lution of the supporting models to preserve high-level requirements. We present
novel evaluation results of our framework that demonstrate its potential.
The rest of this article is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the state
of the art. In this section, a taxonomy is proposed to facilitate the analysis of
related work. Section 3 describes the main building blocks of our framework.
Section 4 presents our framework for autonomic service compositions. Section
5 presents the evaluation of our framework. Section 6 presents conclusions and
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future work.
2. Research on Autonomic Service Compositions
This section examines related work proposed during a period of thirteen
years to achieve autonomic service compositions in the following areas: vari-
ability constructs at the language level, brokers, models at runtime, and dy-
namic software product lines (DSPLs). These areas are covered in this section
because of their relevance in the state of the art of autonomic service compo-
sitions and their closed relationship with our approach. The aim of studying
these approaches is to answer the following questions:
• Question 1 (Q1): Which approaches have been proposed in recent years
to achieve autonomic service compositions by means of variability con-
structs at the language level, brokers, models at runtime, and DSPLs?
• Question 2 (Q2): How to characterize the approaches for autonomic
service compositions according to desirable properties of Self-Adaptive
Systems (SAS)?
• Question 3 (Q3): What are the gaps to be faced in the field of autonomic
service compositions?
In order to answer Q1, we identified 31 approaches on autonomic service com-
positions classified in the four studied areas of research (see Table 1). WS-BPEL
has become the de facto language to orchestrate service compositions. However,
there are two main drawbacks when using WS-BPEL in enterprise systems: 1)
WS-BPEL has an inherent static nature; and 2) WS-BPEL does not provide any
means for monitoring the context. Therefore, research works in the first area
are particularly focused on extending WS-BPEL to guide dynamic adjustments
according to collected context data. Intrusive and non-intrusive strategies have
been proposed to specify these extensions. On one hand, an intrusive strategy
has been to define variation points, variants, and configurations for a process in-
side the service composition specification (i.e., the composition schema). On the
other hand, non-intrusive strategies have been proposed by means of aspect ori-
entation, Event-Condition-Action (ECA) rules, and language-based monitoring
and recovery strategies.
In another area of research, a system works as a broker that is in charge
of selecting or binding partner service operations at runtime. To this end, the
broker intercepts service messages. Then, it exchanges service operations by
invoking the most adequate set of service operations (e.g. according to Quality
of Service (QoS) attributes) to accomplish a task.
In the third area of research, models at runtime extend the applicability
of models produced in Model-driven Engineering (MDE) approaches to execu-
tion time [40]. Since models at runtime provide up-to-date and exact informa-
tion about the runtime system, they can offer a rich semantic base for runtime
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2007 AO4BPEL [31] Robust-BPEL2 [32],
and Paws [33, 34]
2006 SCENE [35] WSQoSX [36]
2005 DySOA [37, 38]
2004 AgFlow [39]
Table 1: Compendium of primary research works on autonomic service compositions from
2004 to 2016.
can query the models at runtime to make adaptation decisions, to choose the
adaptation strategy, and to control the adaptation process.
Also, Dynamic Software Product Line Engineering (DSPLE) has been pro-
posed as a way to achieve autonomic service compositions. In DSPLs, variation
points are bound initially when software is launched to adapt to the current
context, as well as during operation to adapt to changes in the context [41].
According to Table 1, brokers have been the most widely used mechanism to
achieve autonomic service compositions among the areas covered in this section.
Also, it is interesting to see that variability constructs at the language level
were a popular way to achieve autonomic service compositions during several
years (from 2006 to 2011). Nevertheless, this interest has moved in recent years
towards models at runtime or even DSPLE.
In order to answer Q2, we propose a taxonomy to facilitate the analysis
of research works. This taxonomy has a set of dimensions that describe sev-
eral expected facets of autonomic service compositions (see Table 2). We have
grouped the identified key dimensions into five groups: 1) the dimensions asso-
ciated with causes of self-adaptation – the “what”; 2) the dimensions associated
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with the mechanisms to achieve self-adaptability – the “how”; 3) the dimension
about the frequency, duration, and anticipation of changes – the “when”; 4) the
dimensions related to the object of change – the “where”; and 5) the dimensions
related to the maturity of the approach. Several dimensions were taken from
previous taxonomies for SAS [42, 43] because they are general enough to be
applied to autonomic service compositions. However, autonomic service compo-
sitions have certain particular dimensions, which require to extend these generic
taxonomies. Specifically, we have added the following dimensions: transparency,
anticipation, generality, change level, and the dimensions that are related to the
maturity of the approaches for autonomic service compositions. For details on
how these research works have been organized according to the proposed tax-
onomy, see supplementary material 1.
Table 3 presents a summary of the research works in the four areas presented
in this section. This table shows that adaptations are caused by exclusively
external factors in the 54.84% of works, by exclusively internal factors in the
6.45% of works, and by both external and internal factors in the 22.58% of
works. The nature of change is related to non-functional requirements in the
54.84% of works, to functional requirements in the 9.67% of works, and to both
functional and non-functional requirements in the 29.03% of works.
The vast majority of the presented works propose fully automated solutions
for service compositions (83.87%). Also, the most of the approaches localize the
necessary adaptations (77.41% of works have local scope and 9.67% of works
have both local and global scopes). Moreover, the 70.96% of works trigger
adaptations to face events (event-triggered) and 6.45% of works are both event-
triggered and time-triggered. 51.61% of works have a decentralized architecture
for adaptation. There are several works that do not provide information about
the frequency of changes (38.71%). Nevertheless, the 45.16% of works show
a high tendency to carry out adaptations at arbitrary intervals. The adapta-
tion time of the presented solutions is short in the 41.93% of works. However,
the 35.48% of works do not provide any information about adaptation time.
The majority of research works deal with autonomic adjustments of service
compositions that are implemented with Web service operations – non-generic
SOA-related solutions (70.96%).
According to the maturity-related dimensions, the 61.29% of the studied
approaches provide support for autonomic service composition development
throughout the life cycle (from design time to runtime or from implementa-
tion to runtime). Therefore, we can conclude that the most widely-accepted
way to develop autonomic service compositions is when there is guidance dur-
ing the life cycle. Nevertheless, we cannot conclude the maturity level of the
presented approaches because of lack of information: 1) the 54.83% of studied
approaches do not specify the enterprise orchestration engines that were used
to execute the adjusted service composition; and 2) the 93.54% of works do not
provide demonstrability means (such as source code or video demonstration).
1http://www.harveyalferez.com/StateOfTheArt_AchievingAutonomicWebServiceCompositionsWithModelsAtRuntime/
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However, we cannot conclude it is a sign of immaturity. Instead, it may be
caused by other facts, such as protection of intellectual property. Finally, al-
though the 51.61% of works provide evaluation results that are uniquely based
on examples, there is a significant percentage of works (45.16%) that use strong
evaluation mechanisms (such as simulations or industrial case studies).
Dimension Degree Definition
WHAT change is the cause for adaptation
Source External (context) or
internal
Where is the source of change?
Type Functional or non-functional What is the nature of change?
HOW the service composition faces changes
Autonomy Automated, partially
automated, manual
What is the degree of outside
intervention during adaptation?
Organization Centralized to decentralized Is the adaptation done by a single
component or distributed among several
components?
Scope Local to global Is the adaptation localized or involves
the entire system?
Triggering Event-trigger or time-trigger Is the change that triggers adaptation
associated with an event or a time slot?
Safety Verified or unverified
configurations
Are the possible configurations verified?
Transparency The orchestration engine
needs to change or not
(transparent)
Does the orchestration engine have to
change?
WHEN changes are carried out
Frequency Continuously, periodically,
at arbitrary intervals
What is the frequency of change?
Adaptation
time
Short, medium, long How long does the adaptation last?
Anticipation Foreseen or unforeseen
context events
Are context events foreseen at design
time?
WHERE changes are carried out
Generality Service-Oriented
Architecture (SOA) in a
generalized manner or Web
services
Is the solution related to SOA in a
generalized manner?
Change level Abstract, language, SOA
message
Where are changes carried out?





Has the approach been applied on
matured scenarios?
Demonstrability None, tool, running
examples
Is there any available demonstration?
Life-cycle
support
Analysis to runtime Which software life-cycle phases are
covered?
Evaluation None, example, simulation,
experiments in industry,
case study
How was the evaluation carried out?
Table 2: Taxonomy to classify research works on autonomic service compositions.
The information in Table 3 allows to answer the following question: Q3,
What are the gaps to be faced in the field of autonomic service compositions?
Our analysis is as follows:
• Need for transparency: Only 35.48% of the studied research works
offer a transparent solution (they do not require changes in the orchestra-
tion engine). The 58.06% of the studied research works do not provide
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Dimension Summary of Research Works
WHAT change is the cause for adaptation
Source 17 external, 2 internal, 7 external and internal, 4 N/S,
and 1 N/A
Type 17 non-functional, 3 functional, 9 functional and
non-functional, 1 N/S, and 1 N/A
HOW the service composition faces changes
Autonomy 26 automated, 2 manual, 1 automated or manual, and 2
N/S
Organization 16 decentralized, 7 centralized, 7 N/S, and 1 N/A
Scope 24 local, 2 global, 3 local and global, and 2 N/S
Triggering 22 event-trigger, 1 time-trigger, 2 event- and
time-trigger, 1 manual, 4 N/S, and 1 N/A
Safety 6 verified and 25 unverified
Transparency 11 transparent, 2 no transparent, and 18 N/S
WHEN changes are carried out
Frequency 14 at arbitrary intervals, 4 periodically, 12 N/S, and 1
N/A
Adaptation time 13 short, 1 medium, 5 long, 11 N/S, and 1 N/A
Anticipation 25 foreseen, 3 unforeseen, 1 foreseen and unforeseen, 1
N/S, and 1 N/A
WHERE changes are carried out
Generality 7 SOA, 22 Web services, 1 Web services and API
recommenders, and 1 services
Change level 4 at the language level, 16 at the service message level, 8
at the abstract level and in underlying mechanisms (e.g.
service message), 1 aspect injection, 1 bricks
(components), and 1 bind/unbind components
MATURITY of the approach
Applicability
scenarios
1 PXE, 1 BPWS4J, 7 ActiveBPEL, 1 OSGi, 1 Apache
ServiceMix and XTEAM, 1 Riftsaw, 1 WSO2 Enterprise
Service Bus, 1 Oracle BPEL Process Manager, and 17
N/S
Demonstrability 1 has available code and demonstrations, 1 has available
source code, and 29 N/S
Life-cycle
support
16 cover design time and runtime, 3 cover
implementation and runtime, and 12 cover runtime
Evaluation 16 use examples, 2 use simulations, 2 case studies, 1 uses
an example and industrial experiments, 2 use
simulations and examples, 6 experiments, 1 experiments
and case study, and 1 N/S
Table 3: Summary of the approaches that support autonomic service compositions (N/A
means No Applicable, N/S means Not Specified).
information about transparency. In any case, there is a need for trans-
parent solutions to guide dynamic adjustments. A transparent solution
can result in higher flexibility to adopt autonomic computing in service
compositions.
• Need for facing unanticipated context events: The vast majority of
research works foresee the possible context events at design time (80.64%).
In other words, they can anticipate the possible adaptations for these
events a priori. This result indicates the need for mechanisms to allow
the service composition to face unknown (unanticipated) context events
in the open world.
• Need for safe reconfigurations: The vast majority of related work does
not provide means to verify autonomic adjustments (80.64%). As a result,
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there is a need for verifying autonomic adjustments to achieve safe config-
urations at runtime. Otherwise, the benefits of autonomic computing will
be diminished with erroneous adjustments.
• Need for abstract mechanisms to guide dynamic adjustments: On
one hand, the use of variability constructs at the language level can hinder
reasoning about adaptation with complex and error-prone scripts [4]. On
the other hand, brokers have been widely used to implement QoS-aware
Web service compositions. Although QoS-aware Web service compositions
have proven to be effective, the selection of Web services maximizing the
QoS of the overall service composition leads to an optimization problem
that is NP-hard [30].
In order to reach an easier-to-understand and more flexible solution for
autonomic service compositions, several approaches based on models at
runtime have appeared in recent years. In these research works, the knowl-
edge in models created at design time is used to reason about the problem
and solution domains during execution. Nevertheless, in order to materi-
alize the industrial adoption of models at runtime as a feasible option to
achieve autonomic service compositions, we believe that it is important to
consider the following challenges found in the presented eight approaches
based on models at runtime: 1) among the set of research works, just
one of them describes a transparent solution, which does not require the
orchestration engine to be modified; 2) models at runtime are causally con-
nected to the underlying service composition (i.e., if this model changes,
then the service composition changes and vice versa). Therefore, a logical
benefit of using models at runtime is to verify new configurations of the
service composition first at the model level to ensure safe configurations.
Nevertheless, just the half of the presented approaches offer mechanisms
for verifying new configurations of the service composition; 3) just two
approaches offer mechanisms for facing unanticipated context events at
runtime. Most of them are focused on the closed world; 4) three research
works were applied on industrial orchestration engines and none of them
offer demonstrations. These facts may negatively impact the adoption of
models at runtime in industry; and 5) half of the research works do not
provide information about adaptation time. This fact implies the need
for stronger evaluations that show the feasibility of models at runtime to
solve self-adjustments of the service composition in a reasonable time.
3. Main Building Blocks of Our Framework
The feature model in Figure 1 presents the main building blocks of our
framework for achieving autonomic service compositions from a conceptual point
of view. The approach is divided into two main building blocks: Design Block
and Runtime Block. At the Design Block, we propose the creation of a
set of models that are used to support dynamic adjustments of the service
composition. At the Runtime Block, the models created at design time are
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queried in response to context events to reconfigure the service composition.
































Figure 1: Main building blocks of the approach from a conceptual point of view.
3.1. Design-Related Building Blocks
The following blocks support the creation of abstractions at design time to
guide autonomic service compositions during execution:
• Service Composition Modeling: In our approach, dynamic adjust-
ments are carried out first at the modeling level and then injected into
the running service composition. Therefore, it is necessary to count on an
abstraction of the underlying service composition. To this end, we propose
the creation of a composition model that is causally connected to the un-
derlying service composition. The Business Process Model and Notation
(BPMN) was chosen to represent the elements in the service composi-
tion because BPMN is a user-friendly notation that is suitable to express
sequences and dependencies among Web services and composite services.
Atomic Web service operations are abstracted as BPMN tasks. Composite
service operations are abstracted as BPMN subprocesses. The workflow
that is followed by the service composition is abstracted by BPMN gate-
ways and sequence flows that connect BPMN tasks and subprocesses.
• Variability Modeling: The composition model by itself lacks semantics
for variability. Therefore, it is necessary to count on feasible, semantically-
rich, and coarse-grained variability representations of service composi-
tions. A feature model is used to describe the variants in which the service
composition can self-adapt. We argue that in response to changes in the
context, the system itself can query this model to determine the necessary
modifications in the service composition. We propose to appoint certain
features in the feature model as variants that may be used to solve context
events and preserve the functionality of the service composition at runtime.
The feature model also has variation points that express decisions leading
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to different variants at runtime [44]. The current configuration expresses
the set of features in the feature model with “active” state at a particular
time. Thus, the current configuration indicates the functionalities that
are provided by a composite service at a specific moment.
A service composition dictates an ordered main workflow that has to be
preserved in the composition model after adaptations have taken place.
Nevertheless, the feature model does not provide this sequence-related
information. Therefore, we propose the creation of the following models
[44]: 1) a BPMN base composition model extends the composition model
with semantics for variability and preserves the main workflow during
adaptations; and 2) a set of variant BPMN models to be bound into the
variation points of the base composition model during execution.
There are two optional sub-blocks related to variability modeling:
– Configurations Generation: The configuration of a service-based
system is the set of all active features in its related variability model
at a particular moment. At runtime, the system queries the adapta-
tion space with all the possible configurations of the variability model
in order to adapt from one configuration to another.
– Verification: Even though it is possible to use an unverified vari-
ability model at runtime to guide dynamic adaptations, it is a very
error-prone task. We argue that a best practice for SAS is to ensure
that system configurations are not invalid in a given contextual situa-
tion. Therefore, we propose to verify the variability model, expressed
as a feature model, and its possible configurations prior execution to
ensure safe service recompositions.
• Context Modeling: In order to carry out dynamic adjustments in the
service composition to face arising context events, first it is necessary to
count on an abstraction of the context. This abstraction can be used at
runtime to reason about the current contextual situation. We propose
an ontology-based context model that leverages Semantic Web technol-
ogy. The following datatype properties are used in the context model
[44]: 1) the isAvailable data type property indicates whether the ser-
vice operation is currently available (it is a Boolean value); and 2) the
hasExecutionTime datatype property observes the current execution time
in milliseconds that a service operation takes to execute a job.
Adaptation policies are in charge of activating or deactivating features in
the variability model at runtime to guide dynamic adjustments on the ser-
vice composition. In order to define adaptation policies, first it is necessary
to define the context conditions that may trigger adaptations. Context
conditions are extracted from the context model as Boolean expressions
to solve the need for examining the compliance of certain situations in the
context. Each context condition is represented as a Resource Description
Framework (RDF) triple in the form of (subject, predicate, object) [44].
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The subject (i.e., an ontology individual) denotes a resource (i.e., a Web
service or a composite service operation) and the predicate expresses a re-
lationship between the subject and the object (i.e., the value of a datatype
property).
We propose to use the resolution concept to represent the set of changes
in a feature model triggered by a context condition [44, 45]. Resolutions
are the adaptation policies that express the transitions among different
configurations of the service composition in terms of activation or deacti-
vation of features. Resolutions materialize the vision of DSPLE by binding
variation points with the activation of variant features at runtime.
• Requirements Modeling: A requirements model describes the require-
ments that the service composition must preserve at runtime. These re-
quirements have to be fulfilled despite arising unknown context events.
Since the requirements model is leveraged during dynamic evolutions in
the open world, it is considered an optional block. We are particularly
interested in keeping non-functional requirements at runtime. Therefore,
the Goal-oriented Requirements Language (GRL) [46] has been used for
requirements modeling because it is focused on non-functional require-
ments [47, 48, 49].
• Tactics Modeling: In our approach, tactics are last-resort surviving ac-
tions to be used when the service composition does not have predefined
adaptation actions to deal with arising problematic context events in the
open world. Writing complex scripts to specify tactics can be cumber-
some. Therefore, highly-abstract tactic models can be used to express the
tactical functionality to be triggered on the underlying service composition
to preserve affected requirements [47, 48, 49].
Since tactics inject new variant functionalities into the service composition
to preserve requirements, tactic models are expressed as feature models
that can be merged into the variability model at runtime. In this way,
the evolved variability model includes the tactical functionality. During
execution, all the features in merged tactic models are activated to indi-
cate that all the means for the preservation of requirements are at hand.
Nevertheless, features in the merged tactic model lack information about
the workflow that service operations have to follow. Therefore, we propose
to count also on tactic models that reflect these workflows. To these end,
for each tactic model expressed as a feature model, there is a tactic model
expressed as a composition model.
At runtime, the evolved variability model has to be synchronized with the
evolved composition model to accurately reflect the current situation of the
underlying service composition. To this end, we propose the creation of a
weaving model to reflect the activation of features in tactic models, which
are expressed as feature models, on composition models, which abstract
the workflow among service operations in tactics. Each link (or mapping)
in the weaving model has the following endpoints: the first endpoint refers
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to features in all the tactic models, which are expressed as feature models;
the second endpoint refers to elements in all the tactic models, which are
expressed as composition models.
3.2. Runtime-Related Building Blocks
In literature, it is common to find cases in which the terms “dynamic adap-
tation of software” and “dynamic evolution of software” (including other terms
in between) are used interchangeably. This mixture of terms arises the following
questions: Are these terms interchangeable? Or, Are there semantic differences
between these terms that can affect the meaning of what really happens in
the underlying software? The Oxford dictionary2 defines these terms as follows:
Adaptation: the action or process of adapting or being adapted. Adapt: become
adjusted to new conditions. Evolution: the gradual development of something.
These definitions clearly indicate that these terms are not interchangeable.
In fact, they offer an important basis to specify the differences between adap-
tation and evolution of software. On one hand, adaptation is about adjusting
to arising conditions (e.g. context events). Therefore, it is possible to say that
dynamic adaptations of software are carried out to make punctual changes to
face particular events (e.g. by activating or deactivating features of the system).
On the other hand, evolution is about gradual or continuous growth. Dy-
namic evolution does not imply just punctual adaptations to punctual events
but a gradual structural or architectural growth into a better state. This idea
goes in line with Lehman’s eight laws of software evolution [50]. These laws
essentially characterize the software evolution process as a self-stabilizing and
self-regulating system, subject to continuing growth and change.
Figure 2 exemplifies a dynamic adaptation and a dynamic evolution of soft-
ware. At the left, it presents the initial system configuration with active and
inactive features. At the middle, it presents the adapted system configura-
tion with features that have been activated and deactivated. At the right, it
presents the evolved systems configuration with features that have been added
to the system. In addition, this evolution required the adaptation (activation





















Figure 2: Dynamic adaptation vs. Dynamic evolution of software.
2http://oxforddictionaries.com
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In our approach, the following blocks support autonomic service composi-
tions during execution:
• Dynamic Adaptation in the Closed World: This block is focused on
the closed-world assumption, in which all context events are foreseen at
design time. Predefined actions in terms of the activation or deactivation
of features in a variability model guide adaptations in the service composi-
tion according to known (or foreseen at design time) context events. The
following sub-blocks are the underpinnings for the dynamic adaptation
of service compositions: 1) Autonomic Computing: In order to sup-
port the dynamic adaptation of service composition through autonomic
computing, we propose a computing infrastructure that implements the
components of IBM’s Monitor, Analyze, Plan, Execute, and Knowledge
(MAPE-K) loop [51]; 2) Models at Runtime: In our approach, the set
of models that are created under the Design Building Block are used at
runtime to automatically determine how the service composition should
be adjusted; and 3) DSPL: DSPLE goes a step further from traditional
software product lines with the investigation of development issues for
reusable and dynamically reconfigurable core assets. When features are
activated or deactivated at runtime due to changes in the context, a DSPL
architecture supports the dynamic service recomposition.
• Dynamic Evolution in the Open World: Predefined adaptation ac-
tions for known context events in the closed world are not enough in the
open world where several unknown context events can arise. Despite the
recognized need for handling unexpected events in SAS [52, 53], the dy-
namic evolution of service compositions in the open world is still an open
and challenging research topic. In the open world, our approach tries to
reduce the impact of unknown context events on expected requirements
(described in a requirements model) with a group of tactics (described in
tactic models). Therefore, the open world can be seen as:
Open world = (
P
unknown context events that can be handled by
tactics)[ (
P
unhandled unknown context events).
4. A Framework for Autonomic Service Compositions
We propose the following strategy to offer a solution for the dynamic ad-
justment of service compositions. First, the service composition is modeled at
design time. Then, we introduce mechanisms to express where and how service
compositions can be adapted or evolved to face arising context events. These
mechanisms are expressed as easy-to-understand and as highly-abstract as pos-
sible. At runtime, we provide an infrastructure that detects changes in the
context and enables dynamic adjustments. In order to make this strategy a
reality, we propose a framework that states the models, tools, and artifacts to
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support dynamic adjustment of service compositions from design time to run-
time. This framework is depicted from an architectural point of view in Figure
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Figure 3: A framework for the dynamic adjustment of service compositions.
4.1. Design Phase
In order to support dynamic adaptations in our framework, it is necessary
to count on abstractions that represent the context, the dynamic configurations
of the service composition, and the service composition itself. Also, it is nec-
essary to create the adaptation policies that move the service composition to
new configurations. To this end, the Design Phase covers the creation of a set
of models and other supporting artifacts. From a methodological point of view,
in order to organize the work of requirements engineers, systems analysts, and
developers in the creation of these assets for dynamic adaptation and dynamic
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evolution, we propose two software process models. These process models are
supported by two method contents, which are based on the Software and Sys-
tems Process Engineering Meta-Model (SPEM) 2.0 [54]. In order to conserve
space, the method contents are available online3.
The models to be created at design time are summarized as follows. The
Systems Analyst role creates a composition model that describes the workflow
in the service composition and a variability model that describes the dynamic
configurations of the service composition in terms of activation or deactivation
of features. Thus, the knowledge that is captured by this model is the basis
for adaptation policies. Since the composition model may lack support for
variability, we propose to extend this model with variation points where variants
can be injected at runtime. The variability-related information to carry out this
extension is based on the variability model [44]. We also propose the creation of
two additional supporting models by the Systems Analyst role. First, a context
model formalizes the collected context knowledge. Second, since changes in
the variability model guide adaptations in the service composition, which is
abstracted in the composition model, we propose a weaving model to connect
these two models [44, 45].
Two tools provide variability reasoning at design time, the Configuration
Generator and the Verifier. The Configuration Generator uses the
variability model and the set of adaptation policies in terms of resolutions to
automatically generate the adaptation space of the service composition that
contains all the possible variability model configurations and migration paths
among configurations. In other words, the adaptation space shows the level of
autonomic behavior that can be achieved by means of a variability model. The
adaptation space can be abstracted as a highly-connected state machine where
states are the possible variability model. For example, the right-hand side of
Figure 4 shows the adaptation space that can be generated with a simple vari-
ability model with six features. The adaptation space contains twelve possible
service composition configurations (CC1 to CC12). The four resolutions at the
left express the transitions between different configurations in the adaptation
space in a declarative manner (without the need for an exhaustive definition of
each state transition). Resolutions are represented as arrows in the adaptation
space. For example, RC1 (i.e., the resolution R to face the context condition
C1), results in thirteen transitions in the adaptation space. The Configura-
tion Generator is implemented with our MOSKitt4SPL tool4.
The Verifier uses constraint programming to verify the variability model
and check that the generated configurations respect the constraints imposed by
the variability model. Verification of the variability model entails finding unde-
sirable properties, such as contradictory information or the impossibility to offer
a valid configuration for a particular context. If there are errors in the variabil-
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Figure 4: Adaptation space with a simple variability model and a set of resolutions.
which can drastically diminish the quality and outcome of the entire adaptation.
This Verifier is not attached to any specific tool. Therefore, we have chosen
FAMA-FW5 and GNU Prolog6 to implement the Verifier depending on the
desired verification operations. Specifically, four verification operations are im-
plemented in GNU Prolog: accuracy of the variability model, non-existence
of dead features, stability, and semi-aliveness [44].
The dynamic adaptation of context-aware service compositions is possible
by adjusting models at runtime through predefined adaptation actions. This ap-
proach can work fine under the closed-world assumption. However, predefined
adaptation actions are not enough in the open world where several unforeseen
context events can arise. These unknown events create uncertainty in the way
the system should face them. Therefore, we propose to manage problematic
unknown context events through the dynamic evolution of the service composi-
tion.
The corrective actions to deal with uncertainty are expressed as abstract
tactic models. Specifically, the Systems Analyst role specifies tactics that trig-
ger the dynamic evolution of the service composition to preserve requirements
at runtime. Requirements are represented in an abstract way in a requirements
model. At runtime, an artificial intelligence mechanism looks for the require-
ments that can be affected by an unknown context event. Therefore, the Systems
Analyst role also defines in this phase a set of rule premises to evaluate arising





4.2. Dynamic Adaptation Phase
In the Dynamic Adaptation Phase, the models and adaptation policies that
are created in the Design Phase are used to guide the self-adaptation of the
service composition. This phase is framed in the closed-world assumption, in
which possible context events, and the necessary adaptations for those events,
are fully known at design time.
The proposed infrastructure carries out the following steps to support dy-
namic adaptations. First, the Model-Based Reconfigurator queries the
context information that is collected by the Context Monitor and updates
the context model accordingly. In our approach, the Model-Based Recon-
figurator is materialized by our Model-based Reconfiguration Engine for Web
Services (MoRE-WS) tool, which implements the components of the MAPE-K
loop [55]. For the sake of flexibility, the Context Monitor is not attached
to any specific implementation. In fact, the Context Monitor works as a
plugin that can be connected or disconnected from the system, or replaced by
other implementations.
The Context Monitor counts on sensors to monitor the context and
to get the measures for basic metrics of quality attributes. Specifically, our
prototype has a sensor for Availability that measures the availability of a Web
service operation. Also, it has a sensor for Execution Time that measures the
current execution time in milliseconds that a Web service takes to execute a
job. The sensors implement the ping/echo approach by sending requests to
service operations and waiting for a response. Requests are sent continually,
periodically, and sequentially to each service operation to be observed. Several
sensors can be chosen at the same time. Also, they can be extended according
to particular needs (e.g. a sensor to monitor security). As soon as the Context
Monitor starts running, it creates an XML file to store the observed context
information. Each record in this document keeps an increasing identification
number for each context observation, the name of the observed service operation,
and the timestamp of the observation.
The XML file that is updated with the measures taken from the context
needs to be queried to determine if any change has to be made in the service
composition. This task is in charge of MoRE-WS, which periodically queries
this file to find new contextual information. In order to count on a fresh rep-
resentation of the context, MoRE-WS periodically updates the context model
according to the information that has been collected by the Context Mon-
itor. After inserting the events in the context model, MoRE-WS evaluates
the values in this model to find out if any context condition has been fulfilled.
If a context condition is fulfilled, then an adaptation is triggered on the service
composition to deal with the arising situation. We have implemented the op-
erations to insert context information into the context model and reason about
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context conditions by means of SPARQL7.
As soon as an adaptation has been requested (i.e., after a context condition
has been fulfilled), MoRE-WS carries out three steps to plan the adaptation
of the service composition:
1. MoRE-WS triggers a resolution associated to a context condition, which
has occurred. To this end, MoRE-WS carries out the following actions
(see Figure 5):


























Current Configuration 1 (CC1) Current Configuration 2 (CC2)
Figure 5: Execute a resolution.
(a) Look for the resolution that is triggered by the context condition: In
this action, MoRE-WS uses the information of the context condition
that has been fulfilled in order to find the resolution that is triggered
by this condition. To this end, MoRE-WS looks in the adaptation
space for a transition, which represents a resolution, for the context
condition. This operation is possible because every transition in the
adaptation space encapsulates the information of the resolution and
its related context condition. The main benefit of this approach is
that MoRE-WS has full control of the different possible variability
model configurations and the transitions among them. The output
of this action is a resolution to be triggered on the feature model,
which abstracts the variability model.
(b) Trigger the resolution: In this action, MoRE-WS triggers the res-
olution to modify the configuration of the feature model by acti-
vating/deactivating its features. The current configuration in the
adaptation space transits to a new configuration thanks to the ap-
plication of a resolution (i.e., transition in terms of the adaptation
space). According to this change, MoRE-WS updates the current




2. MoRE-WS creates a reconfiguration plan, which contains a set of re-
configuration actions to adapt the composition model according to the
new configuration of the variability model (which has been modified by
a resolution). Reconfiguration actions are stated as composition model
increments (CM4) and composition model decrements (CMr). These
operations take a new configuration of the variability model as input,
and they calculate the modifications to the composition model by adding





















Figure 6: Generate a reconfiguration plan.
In order to generate reconfiguration actions, MoRE-WS queries a weaving
model to realize the mappings between the features that are active in
the new configuration of the feature model and a set of related BPMN
subprocesses, which abstract BPMN variant models that can be injected
into a BPMN base composition model [44]. In this way, a given service
operation, which is represented in the composition model, will be invoked
in the adapted service composition if and only if its related feature in the
feature model configuration is active. That is, the composition model is
adapted through the activation or deactivation of features. The currently
active features, which have not been deactivated in the new configuration
of the variability model, still active.
3. In this step, MoRE-WS applies the reconfiguration plan (with CM4 and
CMr actions) on the composition model. Specifically, it carries out the
following actions:
(a) MoRE-WS loads the current version of the composition model (i.e.,
the one that reflects the current situation of the service composition).
Let us name the current version of the composition model “running
composition model ”. In order to keep track of the variation points
that can be rebound at runtime, the running composition model al-
ways keeps intact the information of the variation points.
(b) MoRE-WS deletes all the modeling elements in the variation points
of the running composition model that are affected by CMr actions.
(c) MoRE-WS loads the file in XML Metadata Interchange (XMI) for-
mat that contains the BPMN base composition model and the BPMN
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variant models. The objective of this action is to count on the
abstract elements to be incremented into the running composition
model according to CM4 actions.
(d) MoRE-WS inserts BPMN variant models into variation points in
the running composition model according to CM4 actions.
(e) MoRE-WS saves the new version of the running composition model.
Finally, modifications in the composition model are reflected into the service
composition by adding or removing fragments of WS-BPEL code from a WS-
BPEL template. The adapted composition schema is hot deployed transparently
on the Execution Engine. In turn, the Execution Engine uses the adapted
WS-BPEL composition schema to orchestrate the service composition.
4.3. Dynamic Evolution Phase
In the Dynamic Evolution Phase, the knowledge in models is used to guide
the dynamic evolution of the service composition in the open world. To this
end, the Evolution Planner queries the context information in the context
model to find out if a requirement in the requirements model can be negatively
impacted by an unknown context event. In order to find the requirement(s)
that can be affected by unknown context events, the Evolution Planner
uses forward chaining [47, 48, 49]. This method evaluates arising context facts
(i.e., context events) against general rule premises in a knowledge base. A key
advantage of forward chaining in the open world is that new context events can
trigger new inferences.
Since we are interested in managing uncertainty that arises from the context
in which the service composition is deployed, our approach is related to external
uncertainty [56]. In order to preserve affected requirements, the Evolution
Planner chooses surviving tactics. According to the chosen tactics, MoRE-
WS evolves the variability and composition models by means of tactic models.
The following steps are carried out to reflect the changes in the evolved compo-
sition model into the WS-BPEL composition schema [49]: 1) MoRE-WS looks
for the tactic that has been added into the composition model; 2) with this
information, MoRE-WS looks for the WS-BPEL code fragment that invokes
the tactical functionality. Each tactic model maps to a WS-BPEL code frag-
ment, which is stored in a repository (i.e., a directory). Each code fragment has
an associated Web Services Description Language (WSDL) file, which is used
to invoke the tactic’s Web service; and 3) MoRE-WS injects the WS-BPEL
code fragment that invokes the tactic into the composition schema. A parallel
flow is dynamically created between the code that invokes the affected service
operation and the code that invokes the tactic’s Web service. In each evolution,
MoRE-WS puts the evolved composition schema and other required artifacts




This section presents a set of experiments to measure the following: 1) the
performance of the Context Monitor, which was not evaluated in our pre-
vious work. We believe that the efficient context observation is a requirement
to carry out self-adjustments on time; and 2) the performance of all the in-
ternal operations that are carried out in MoRE-WS and in the Evolution
Planner during dynamic adaptations and dynamic evolutions. We argue that
a comprehensive evaluation of these operations can help to demonstrate that
models at runtime are a feasible way to guide dynamic adjustments of service
compositions. We chose to evaluate execution time because SAS are expected
to offer prompt self-adjustments in response to arising context events. Also,
we evaluated memory consumption because models are loaded into memory to
make decisions.
In order to develop the evaluation metrics, we used the Goal/Question/Metric
(GQM) paradigm [57]. Each GQM model supports key aspects of our con-
tribution at the Dynamic Adaptation and Dynamic Evolution phases of our
framework. The GQM models in Section 5.1 present three GQM models that
are used to evaluate the Context Monitor and MoRE-WS during dynamic
adaptations. The GQM model in Section 5.2 presents one GQM model that is
used to evaluate the Evolution Planner and MoRE-WS to carry out dy-
namic evolutions. In the experiments, we used the online-book-shopping service
composition presented in our previous work [44]. Two video demonstrations of
our framework in action, one for dynamic adaptation and another for dynamic
evolution, are available online8.
The Web services in the experiments ran on Apache Axis29 version 1.6.1,
which is deployed as a WAR distribution on Apache Tomcat10 version 7.0.8.
Hot deployment is carried out by MoRE-WS on Apache ODE11 version 1.3.5,
which is deployed on a second instance of Apache Tomcat as a WAR distribu-
tion. The Context Monitor and the Evolution Planner are implemented
as Open Services Gateway Initiative (OSGi) bundles. The aforementioned pieces
run on a PC with an Intel Core 2 Duo 2.0 GHz processor, 4 GB RAM, 64-bit
Ubuntu version 12.10, and Kernel Linux version 3.5.0-37-generic.
5.1. Validation in the Dynamic Adaptation Phase
This section presents three GQM models, which are used to validate key
aspects of our implemented Context Monitor and MoRE-WS. These two






5.1.1. Context Observation Efficiency
Table 4 describes the GQM model for the following goal: “Efficient context
observation of service operations from the Context monitor’s viewpoint.”
Goal
Purpose Efficient
Issue context observation of
Object service operations
Viewpoint from the Context Monitor’s
viewpoint
Question Q1 Is the Context Monitor efficient to observe
service operations?
Metrics M1 - M5 (M1) execution time for observing service
operations, (M2) memory consumption when
observing service operations, (M3) number of
observed service operations, (M4)
observation period, and (M5) elapsed time
Table 4: GQM model for the “efficient context observation of service operations from the
Context Monitor’s viewpoint” goal.
In order to answer Q1, we measured the execution time (M1) and the
memory consumption (M2) of our implementation of the Context Moni-
tor. Measures were taken when the Context Monitor was observing the
context and updating a file with these observations. Specifically, the Context
Monitor observed a number of service operations (M3) measured in a period
of time (M4) during an elapsed time (M5). In our case, it observed the 15
service operations of our case study (common and variant operations) in se-
quence every five seconds (M4) during one hour (M5). In every observation,
the Context Monitor saved the observed data in a file. Figure 7 shows the
resulting execution time in this experiment. The execution time to carry out a
set of observations has a linear growth as the file with the observations grows.
There is always a peak at the very beginning of context observations because
resources are assigned to Apache Axis2.
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Figure 7: Resulting execution time for the experiment to answer Q1.
Figure 8 shows the resulting memory consumption in this experiment. When
the heap reaches a minimum percentage of heap free after garbage collection,
the Java virtual machine increases the amount of free memory. Therefore, this
figure shows periodic and sudden memory improvements.
Figure 8: Resulting memory consumption for the experiment to answer Q1.
Our implementation of the Context Monitor can be used to store context
data for short periods of time without excessive execution time or memory
problems (e.g. out-of-memory errors). Moreover, the data collected by our
Context Monitor fulfills its main goal: to feed MoRE-WS with context
data, which can be analyzed at runtime. However, execution time and memory
consumption increase as the file with the observations grows. This situation
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may require a further alternative approach, such as managing input data in a
stream database, which can handle continuous data streams.
5.1.2. Dynamic Adaptation Efficiency
Table 5 describes the GQM model for the following goal: “Efficient dynamic
adaptation of service compositions from MoRE-WS’s viewpoint.”
Goal
Purpose Efficient
Issue dynamic adaptation of
Object service compositions
Viewpoint from MoRE-WS’s viewpoint
Question Q2 Is MoRE-WS efficient to carry out the
dynamic adaptation of service compositions?
Metrics M6 - M10 (M6) average execution time of the
operations that are carried out by
MoRE-WS for dynamic adaptation, (M7)
average memory consumption of the
operations that are carried out by
MoRE-WS for dynamic adaptation, (M8)
CPU consumption in a time frame, (M9)
memory consumption in a time frame, and
(M10) time frame
Table 5: GQM model for the “efficient dynamic adaptation of service compositions from
MoRE-WS’s viewpoint” goal.
In order to answer Q2, we carried out two experiments. In the first experi-
ment, we measured the average execution time (M6) and the average memory
consumption (M7) of the operations that are carried out by MoRE-WS to
dynamically adapt the service composition to face one context condition. This
context condition is triggered when a composite service is currently unavailable.
In order to face this context condition, a resolution deactivates two Web service
functionalities. In turn, this resolution activates three Web service functionali-
ties. In the second experiment, we measured the CPU consumption (M8) and
the memory consumption (M9) during dynamic adaptations for four context
conditions. The problematic context events happened sequentially in a time
frame of less than a minute (M10). In both experiments, we used the following
files with models at runtime: a file with a feature model (23.0 kB); a file with
a BPMN base composition model and BPMN variant models (25.1 kB); and a
file with the weaving model that links the elements between the aforementioned
models (11.4 kB).
Results of the First Experiment
Table 6 shows the summary of the average execution time in milliseconds
and the average memory consumption in megabytes for MoRE-WS operations
during the dynamic adaptation. We ran the same adaptation three times and
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Creating an empty context model 487.6 16.1
Inserting context events into the
context model
486.6 24.3
Evaluating context conditions 154 16.5




Looking for the resolution that is
triggered by the context condition
0.6 7.7
Executing a resolution 532.6 7.9
Updating the feature model 1.3 7.6
Querying the weaving model 2.4 9
Generating a reconfiguration plan 449 9
Adapting the composition model 430 12
Executing the Adaptation
Looking for the adapted variation
points in the composition model
340 8.5
Inserting WS-BPEL fragments into
the WS-BPEL template
107.3 35.2
Creating the deployment directory 16.3 8.5
Copying the WSDL files into the
deployment directory
2.3 8.3
Table 6: Summary of the dynamic adaptation results to answer Q2.
In the Analyzing the Context section of Table 6, the “creating an empty con-
text model” and “inserting context events into the context model” operations
got the highest execution time. Nevertheless, the “creating an empty context
model” operation is carried out just one time when MoRE-WS starts. The “in-
serting context events into the context model” operation covers two operations:
1) querying the file with the context observations; and 2) updating the context
model. Therefore, the efficiency of this operation depends on the number of
observations to be put into the context model. In order to make the query-
ing operation as efficient as possible, this operation was implemented with the
Streaming API for XML (StAX)12.
In the Planning the Adaptation section of Table 6, the operations that guide
model-driven dynamic adaptations got the highest execution time. First, the
“executing a resolution” operation triggers the activation and deactivation of
features in the variability model by invoking the “updating the feature model”
operation. Second, the “generating a reconfiguration plan” operation calculates
increments and decrements in the composition model (these operations take
12http://stax.codehaus.org
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a new configuration of the variability model as input, and they calculate the
modifications to the composition model by adding or removing variant models).
Finally, the “adapting the composition model” operation looks for the variation
points that have to be rebound and does the necessary rebindings with BPMN
variant models. Nevertheless, each one of these operations was carried out in less
than 0.6 seconds. Also, memory consumption was very low in these operations.
In the Executing the Adaptation section of Table 6, the “looking for the
adapted variation points in the composition model” got the highest execution
time. This operation searches sequentially in the adapted composition model
for the variation points that have been rebound with variant models.
It is important to notice the following about the strategy of merging WS-
BPEL fragments into the WS-BPEL template: 1) this strategy got a fast exe-
cution time; and 2) the memory consumption of this operation was higher than
the other operations because of file management. Nevertheless, the required
memory can be easily supported by recent servers.
Overall, the resulting execution times and memory consumptions in Table 6
demonstrate that MoRE-WS is efficient to carry out dynamic adaptations.
Results of the Second Experiment
Figure 9 shows the percentage of CPU consumption of MoRE-WS during
four dynamic adaptations in a time frame of less than a minute. These results
were obtained with Java VisualVM13.
Figure 9: CPU consumption of MoRE-WS during four dynamic adaptations (line in orange).
The line in orange indicates the percentage of CPU consumption. The line
in blue is for the Garbage Collector (GC). On one hand, MoRE-WS does not
carry out any dynamic adaptation in the lower peaks. At these times, MoRE-
WS updates the context model and analyzes whether any context condition has
been fulfilled or not. MoRE-WS only spends around 20% of the CPU when
it is on context-observation mode. On the other hand, MoRE-WS carries out
the dynamic adaptations for the four fulfilled context events in the four higher
13http://visualvm.java.net
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peaks. During dynamic adaptations, the CPU consumption grows up to 60%
for a few seconds.
In Figure 10, the line in blue shows the memory consumption of MoRE-
WS for the aforementioned four dynamic adaptations. The line in orange is
for the heap size, which is automatically assigned by the Java virtual machine.
Memory consumption is constant and low even during adaptations.
Figure 10: Memory consumption of MoRE-WS during four dynamic adaptations (line in
blue).
5.1.3. Operability under Stress
Table 7 describes the GQM model for the following goal: “Avoid saturation
under stress circumstances of MoRE-WS from MoRE-WS’s viewpoint.” In
order to answer Q3, we manually injected four problematic context events into
the file with the observations log (M11). These events are separated by very
small time frames of less than one second (M12).
In the fist run (or observation), MoRE-WS retrieved the aforementioned set
of problematic events at once because it queries the information collected by the
Context Monitor every five seconds (M13). Then, MoRE-WS evaluated
four context conditions that could be affected by these events (M14). Table
8 shows execution time (M15) and memory consumption (M16) results for
dynamic adaptations under this stressful situation. Since context conditions are
evaluated in sequence (a dynamic adaptation for context condition 1 is always
triggered before an adaptation for context condition 2 ), we did not experience
performance decrease (i.e., the execution time is similar to the execution time
without stress). Moreover, the memory consumption was low because only one
dynamic adaptation is carried out at a time. Therefore, we can conclude that
MoRE-WS is efficient under stress circumstances when several problematic




Issue saturation under stress circumstances
of
Object MoRE-WS
Viewpoint from MoRE-WS’s viewpoint
Question Q3 Does MoRE-WS have a good performance
and memory consumption under stress
circumstances?
Metrics M11 - M16 (M11) number of problematic context events,
(M12) time frame between problematic
context events, (M13) frequency to observe
the context, (M14) number of context
conditions that could be affected by arising
context events, (M15) execution time under
stress circumstances, and (M16) memory
consumption under stress circumstances
Table 7: GQM model for the “avoid saturation under stress circumstances of MoRE-WS
from MoRE-WS’s viewpoint” goal.





Unavailable Composite Service Operation
d
6,645 11.8
High Execution Time of Web Service
Operation jV
Execution Time of Web Service
Operation F Lower than the Execution
Time of a Variant Web Service Operation
4,858 10.7
High Execution Time of Web Service
Operation yV
Execution Time of Web Service
Operation W Lower than the Execution
Time of a Variant Web Service Operation
5,138 10.7
High Execution Time of Web Service
Operation Y
4,571 10.7
Table 8: Execution time and memory consumption during dynamic adaptations for four con-
text events in a very tight time frame.
5.2. Validation in the Dynamic Evolution Phase
Table 9 describes the GQM model for the following goal: “Efficient dynamic
evolution of service compositions from the Evolution Planner’s and MoRE-




Issue dynamic evolution of
Object service compositions
Viewpoint from the Evolution Planner’s and
MoRE-WS’s viewpoints
Question Q4 Are the Evolution Planner and
MoRE-WS efficient to carry out dynamic
evolutions?
Metrics M17 - M22 (M17) average execution time of the
operations that are carried out by the
Evolution Planner to plan an evolution,
(M18) average memory consumption of the
operations that are carried out by the
Evolution Planner to plan an evolution,
(M19) average execution time of the
operations that are carried out by
MoRE-WS for dynamic evolution, (M20)
average memory consumption of the
operations that are carried out by
MoRE-WS for dynamic evolution, (M21)
overall CPU consumption, and (M22) overall
memory consumption
Table 9: GQM model for the “efficient dynamic evolution of service compositions from the
Evolution Planner’s and MoRE-WS’s viewpoint” goal.
In the first experiment, we measured the following: 1) the average execution
time (M17) and the average memory consumption (M18) of the operations that
are carried out by the Evolution Planner to plan an evolution; and 2) the
average execution time (M19) and the average memory consumption (M20)
of the operations that are carried out by MoRE-WS to evolve the service
composition. In this experiment, we triggered an unknown context event (non
previously defined at design time). In the second experiment, we measured the
overall CPU consumption (M21) and the overall memory consumption (M22)
during the dynamic evolution for the aforementioned unknown context event.
In both experiments, we used the following files with models at runtime: a
file with the requirements model (3.3 kB); a file with a tactic implemented as
a feature model (0.96 kB); a file with a tactic implemented as a composition
model (2.18 kB); a file with the weaving model between the tactic implemented
as a feature model, and the tactic implemented as a composition model (2.7
kB); a file with the composition model (6.8 kB); and a file with the variability
model (23.0 kB).
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Results of the First Experiment
Table 10 shows the summary of the average execution time in milliseconds
and the average memory consumption in megabytes for the operations that are
carried out by the Evolution Planner and MoRE-WS during a dynamic
evolution. This dynamic evolution is triggered by an injected event not pre-
viously defined at design time. We ran the same evolution three times and








Searching for the requirements that
may be affected by an unknown
context event
22.7 11.2
Searching for surviving tactics 208 11.2
MoRE-WS
Merging a tactic model into the
variability model and generating an
evolution policy
87.6 12.4
Creating a reconfiguration plan and
merging a tactic model into the
composition model
215 14.8
Evolving the WS-BPEL composition
schema
138.6 15.8
Table 10: Summary of the dynamic evolution results to answer Q4.
In Table 10, the results of memory consumption in all the operations were
similar and very low. In the section about the Evolution Planner, the ex-
ecution time of the “searching for the requirements that may be affected by an
unknown context event” operation was faster than the execution time of the
“searching for surviving tactics” operation. In the first operation, the Evolu-
tion Planner uses the forward chaining method, which is very efficient in our
case with small knowledge bases. The implementation of the second operation
is based on Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF).
It is important to notice that the computational complexity of forward chain-
ing in a rule system that consists of ⌘ rules is O(⌘2). The proof is that the worst
case to search among ⌘ rules consists of ⌘ iterations. The maximum sum of it-
erations is ⌘ + ⌘–1 + ⌘–2 + . . . + 1 = ⌘(⌘–1)/2 =O(⌘2). With this exponential
complexity, the system will perform quite slowly for a big rule-base with a lot
of rules. In case of requiring large knowledge bases, complexity can be reduced
with the Rete algorithm [58]. This algorithm reduces the number of compar-
isons between rule conditions and assertions in the working memory. This kind
of improvements is outside the scope of this work.
In the section about MoRE-WS in Table 10, the most expensive operations
were the creation of a reconfiguration plan and merging a tactic model into
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the composition model. In these operations, MoRE-WS carries out several
tasks. First, it creates a reconfiguration plan with composition model incre-
ments (CM4) and composition model decrements (CMr). Then, it merges
the tactic model into the composition model by creating a parallel relationship
between the abstraction of the problematic service operation (which is previ-
ously found) and the tactic model. In general, the resulting execution time and
low memory consumption in Table 10 demonstrate that our proposed computer
infrastructure is efficient to carry out dynamic evolutions.
Results of the Second Experiment
Figure 11 shows the percentage of CPU consumption of MoRE-WS dur-
ing the dynamic evolution for an unknown context event. The line in orange
indicates the percentage of CPU consumption. In the lower peaks, MoRE-WS
evaluates whether or not there is any arising unknown context event. During
execution, MoRE-WS only spends around 20% of the CPU in this operation.
The dynamic evolution occurs around 11:58 AM, which has the highest peak.
During this dynamic evolution, the CPU consumption grows up to 40% for a
few seconds.
Figure 11: CPU consumption of MoRE-WS during a dynamic evolution around 11:58 AM
(line in orange).
In Figure 12, the line in blue shows the memory consumption of MoRE-
WS for the aforementioned evolution around 11:58 AM. Memory consumption
increased just a little during this dynamic evolution. The reason of the peak at
the beginning of this figure is because MoRE-WS starts to run at that time.
6. Conclusions and Future Work
The present work has described a tool-supported framework to guide auto-
nomic adjustments of context-aware service compositions in the closed and open
worlds using models at runtime. We carried out the analysis of research works
on autonomic service compositions. In this analysis we found a set of gaps: need
for abstract mechanisms to guide dynamic adjustments, need for facing unan-
ticipated context events in the open world, need for transparency, and need for
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Figure 12: Memory consumption of MoRE-WS during a dynamic evolution around 11:58
AM (line in blue).
safe reconfigurations. Our approach tries to solve these gaps by means of the
application of building blocks that are the basis for the Design Phase, the Dy-
namic Adaptation Phase, and the Dynamic Evolution Phase of our framework.
The evaluation results show that the Context Monitor, MoRE-WS and
the Evolution Planner, which are key components at runtime, are efficient
during dynamic adaptations and dynamic evolutions.
As future work, we would like to use models at runtime to migrate run-
ning instances of the service composition. We believe that the knowledge in
the composition model can be used at runtime to migrate the running instances
according to the latest version of the composition schema. This is a big research
area with several challenges. For example, integrity of data in migrated transac-
tions has to be ensured, and instances should be migrated efficiently and safely
(i.e., without errors).
Also, our approach will be extended to proactively discover problematic
context events and carry out the necessary changes in the architecture. One way
to carry out proactive dynamic adaptations is with machine learning. Since the
Context Monitor collects data constantly, and data logs can be kept from
different autonomic systems, we believe that machine learning can learn from
data to make further decisions.
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